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Eric and Elisa Riedl ’82 Bowen

“We moved back to Wichita in 2008 after living in multiple cities across the country in the previous 20+ years. During this time, our boys (Connor ’10, Aidan ’20) attended a number of other school systems (both Catholic and non-Catholic). We feel extremely fortunate that they both were able to attend and graduate from Kapaun Mt. Carmel. We believe KMC prepared them exceptionally well, not just academically for their post high school education, but for life. KMC challenged our boys to see and think about things in new and different ways, and exposed them to ideas that will serve them well as adults. We are proud to support the KMC Crusader Annual Fund.”

Mark Peddecord ’59

“As I entered high school in the fall of 1956, a brand-new school and new surrounding for a young boy. It was quite the adjustment but I graduated as a better person with a well-rounded Catholic education. Chaplain Kapaun Memorial, now KMC, allowed me to form a base of understanding and learning of life.

Education is the backbone of our society, an absolute necessity that it be provided to all. We are fortunate here to be part of the Catholic Diocese of Wichita where we practice and “embrace the stewardship way of life.”

Please remember as Father Kapaun taught “God gave us our gifts, not for our own glory and pride, but that we might use them for God’s honor and glory, use your gifts to help your fellow man as much as you can.”

Jason and Amber Lowe

“We both come from a public school education and have seen the different expectations and standards that comes with a Catholic education at Kapaun Mt. Carmel. We feel fortunate for the gifts of stewardship that have allowed our three children, Nick (’18), Hadlie (’21), and Hannah (’24), to receive an excellent education while continuing their Catholic faith formation. We are blessed to be in the Catholic Diocese of Wichita that values and supports education, and are happy to donate annually to the Crusader Annual Fund so that the gift of Catholic education is available to all.”
The 2019-2020 school year will not soon be forgotten. It ended unlike any year I’ve seen in my lifetime. The breakout of COVID-19 and its aftermath caused us to complete our entire fourth quarter in a continuous, remote learning atmosphere. Students and teachers proceeded with the education and formation process from their homes. Classes were conducted via internet conferencing, email, YouTube videos, and Google Classroom. Some students “attended school” in their pajamas and others turned in homework from their computer well into the wee hours of the morning. The important thing to note, however, is that the mission of Kapaun Mt. Carmel to be dedicated to the education and formation of the total person in the image of Jesus Christ continued on, even in a shelter-in-place environment.

Such a year was not entirely unprecedented, however. In the 133-year history of Kapaun Mt. Carmel and its predecessor schools, our beloved school has seen at least two other pandemics that have caused a shutting of the doors to students and faculty. In 1920, the Spanish Flu ravaged Wichita, and a decade prior, the 1910 Scarlet Fever outbreak forced Mount Carmel Academy to close its doors and send its boarding students home. One of the wings of the school’s dormitory was converted into a makeshift isolation ward for a local hospital to care for those infected with the virus. A Mount Carmel student unfortunately lost her life to the disease.

For a small privately funded institution, no one would have been surprised if the school’s legacy had ended during those difficult years. However, showing the grit and resilience of the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (BVMs), our story continued on, and our school thrived in the aftermath, just as it will thrive in the aftermath of COVID-19’s grip on our society.

We at Kapaun Mt. Carmel know that the continuity of our mission during this global health crisis is only possible through the sacrifices, prayers, and support of everyone listed in this annual report and the thousands of Crusader faithful who came before us. We are eternally grateful to be able to provide a Catholic education to any student regardless of economic means.

As we start the new academic year, our crusade continues so that we can provide each of our students with a Chromebook, create remote classroom options and equip our teachers with the tools necessary to have flexible lesson plans. As always, your prayers are appreciated as we put our faith in God’s divine mercy. As much as it is a record of this unusual year in our school’s history, this annual report is a testament to the power of prayer and support.

Thank you all for being a part of the Crusader family. May God bless you and keep you safe.

Go Crusaders!

Rob Knapp ’83, President
Kapaun Mt. Carmel Mission Statement

Kapaun Mt. Carmel Catholic High School is dedicated to the education and formation of the total person in the image of Jesus Christ.

Grad-at-Grad Statement

The overriding objective of Kapaun Mt. Carmel Catholic High School is to form persons who will utilize their God-given gifts and talents in the service of others. We aim to foster and facilitate the development of our students who, by graduation, are open to growth, in each of four main aspects of their life: being intellectually competent; being religious; being a person for others (charitable); and being committed to justice. We believe these four aspects are interrelated and require a unified, mutually dependent process, to form “the total person in the image of Jesus Christ.”
Achievements

CHARITY & SERVICE

The 2019-20 school year was an outstanding success in the way of charity and service from our students. The first was with the peanut butter drive, in conjunction with Bishop Carroll, to benefit the Catholic Charities Our Daily Bread Food Pantry. KMC students gathered over 4,100 jars of peanut butter. During the Canned Food Drive, also for Our Daily Bread Food Pantry, KMC collected over 31,000 cans of food for the second year in a row, beating last year’s record by over 1,000 cans. Thanks to all the hard work by our students, parents, faculty and staff for our ability to help out the food pantry in such a way! In the way of service, 100% of our students exceeded the number of required service hours for the year. The importance our students place on volunteering within their families, school, parishes, and community is inspiring.

STRYKER SPORTS COMPLEX

Kapaun Mt. Carmel had its inaugural home football season at the Stryker Sports Complex for the 2019 football season. We had five home games on the championship field and welcomed thousands of fans to the premier facility. It was a great success! Stryker Sports Complex is located in northeast Wichita and finished up a $22 million upgrade. The facility has 11 all-sports turf fields and a 112,000 square foot indoor facility. Stryker has been home to KMC soccer for many years. While KMC has held home games at several area stadiums through the years, Wichita State University’s Cessna Stadium hosted the program since the 1980s.
Our fourth annual Parents Mass was held on December 4, 2019. Along with the entire student body, faculty, and staff, over 185 KMC parents sat with their students to celebrate Holy Mass. Because we are so honored to partner with parents in the education and formation of their children, we felt blessed to share this beautiful sacrament together. We thank all who attended!

CONTINUOUS LEARNING PLAN

Our response at KMC to the COVID-19 health crisis was to implement our Continuous Learning Plan (CLP), under which classes were conducted virtually, with recorded lectures, emailed assignments, and videoed presentations. Video conferencing allowed for some resemblance to a classroom setting.

All this was possible only because our faculty and student body were prepared beforehand, at least partially, through a multi-year adoption of the Google Classroom® platform, which allowed for virtual classroom settings and so-called flipped classrooms even during “normal” times. The COVID-19 crisis, therefore, became more of a metaphorical shifting of gears, rather than a completely new design of educational methods for most of our faculty and student body. During the CLP that we were forced to implement last spring, we know the Crusader Annual Fund helped our students and faculty:

- Distribute more than 120 Chromebooks to students who needed these resources to successfully complete their schooling
- Provide more than 300 meals a day from our cafeteria
- Leverage several online learning platforms so 100% of our teachers could teach through our CLP
- Broadcast daily Masses online
Faith

11 new spiritual formation opportunities offered to KMC students within the last three years

42% of students exceeded the number of required service hours totaling over 18,000 hours for more than 30 Wichita agencies

83 students attended MARCH FOR LIFE in Washington, DC

160 MASSES PER YEAR

4 all-school rosaries

Academic

32 ACT AVERAGE for Cum Laude Students

25 HONORS/AP COURSES offered

100% JUNIORS AND SENIORS TOOK THE ACT EXAM

11 National Merit Finalists and Commended Scholars

57 COLLEGE CREDIT HOURS OFFERED
**School Profile**

- 70% Anglo
- 14% Hispanic
- 12% Asian
- 3% African American
- 1% Pacific Island
- 99% of students are Catholic

**Student Life**

- 110 State Championships
- 240 City League Championships
- 48 Families
- 8 Houses
- 1 Community Crusader Advocacy Program
- 498 Students involved in a sport or activity

**Nationally Recognized**

- in Journalism and Yearbook

**Admissions & Faculty**

- 10 International Students
- 4% increase in enrollment for THE CLASS OF 2023
- 20 Alumni Faculty and Staff
- 25 Faculty & Staff with a tenure of 5 years or more
## Class of 2020 Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>186</strong></th>
<th><strong>135</strong></th>
<th><strong>$7</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRADUATES</td>
<td>SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED</td>
<td>in academic &amp; athletic scholarships offered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>13</th>
<th>135</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS ACCEPTED</td>
<td>MILLION</td>
<td>MILLION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEGACY GRADUATES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(parents or grandparents alumni of KMC, MCA, or CKM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>678</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

performed at The Lords Diner by the Class of 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>37</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLLEGES ATTENDING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>80%</th>
<th>18%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-Year University</td>
<td>2-Year College</td>
<td>Military</td>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>Undecided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THIS YEAR WE HAVE 13 THIRD GENERATION LEGACIES >>>

- Abby Algya
- Aidan Bowen
- Ernest Ernatt
- Audra Grabendike
- Samuel Hesse
- Margaret Moore
- Olivia Moore
- Ethan Osorio-Cortes
- Lexi Pfeifer
- Jack Pirtle
- Jenna Thompson
- Cole Wagner
- Timothy Zluticky

3.5 AVERAGE GPA for the Class of 2020

30 GRADUATED FROM THE CUM LAUDE PROGRAM
WORDS FROM OUR 2020 Graduates

LARISSA LIRA

Kapaun Mt. Carmel Catholic High School will always hold a special place in my heart. I am very blessed to be part of a community that promotes students with confidence and spiritual growth. I feel more than prepared to begin my journey as a college student because KMC provided the education needed to be a successful student. I would like to thank God, my parents, teachers, administrators, priest, donors, and parishioners at St. Margaret Mary Catholic Church for making it possible for me and others to receive a Catholic education.

JAIRUS KENNEDY

I have many great memories of my time as a Kapaun Crusader. There have been many teachers and coaches who have positively influenced my life. I will always be grateful for the opportunity I had to receive a Catholic education and be part of the Kapaun community as it has helped prepare me for my next journey in life.

JACKLYN BROKAW

I am so blessed with the opportunity to have attended Kapaun Mt. Carmel. As a graduate, I recognize how special it was to be a part of this community. From my participation in soccer and cross country, clubs, student events, and school Masses, I have been left with countless memories. Not only has Kapaun created a strong foundation in my education but has also allowed me to grow in my faith. My past four years of high school have pushed me to being the best version of myself.

TAYLOR SWEAT

The Catholic education I had the privilege of receiving at Kapaun Mt. Carmel helped me grow as a person spiritually and prepare me academically for higher education. During my time at Kapaun, I found some of my closest friends, as well as learned valuable knowledge that I will apply for the rest of my life. I will cherish the memories, relationships, and experiences I shared with the students, faculty, and staff at Kapaun.

ETHAN TRUONG - VALEDICTORIAN

After spending four years at Kapaun Mt. Carmel, I’ve got to say - I wouldn’t have it any other way. Inspiring faith formation, caring teachers, enduring friendships - all of them crafted my instrumental experience here. I will forever be indebted to KMC for purposefully shaping this chapter of my life. Molded by this impactful school and community, I hope to apply the values instilled in me in pursuit of truth and goodness.
Boys Sports

BASEBALL: season cancelled
BASKETBALL: 2nd in city
BOWLING: 1st in city
CROSS COUNTRY: 4th in city
FOOTBALL: 8th in city
GOLF: season cancelled
SOCCER: 4th in city
SWIM & DIVE: 3rd in city
TENNIS: season cancelled
TRACK & FIELD: season cancelled
WRESTLING: 1st in city; Head Coach Jacob Klein, City League Coach of the Year

Girls Sports

BASKETBALL: 3rd in city
BOWLING: 2nd in city
CROSS COUNTRY: 3rd in city
GOLF: 1st in city; 1st in regionals; 4th in state; individual city and regional titles; Head Coach Marie Thomas, All-Metro Coach of the Year
SOCCER: season cancelled
SOFTBALL: season cancelled
SWIM & DIVE: season cancelled
TENNIS: Four-time City League champions; 1st in regionals; 1st in state; individual state title
TRACK & FIELD: season cancelled
Volleyball: 2nd in city
Thanks to the generosity of an anonymous donor, we were able to purchase a new crusader mascot, and introduced it in August 2019. A group of students, alumni and faculty worked in collaboration for a year and a half with a design company to create our mascot, based on our desires to accurately represent a crusader and our school. We worked with Maydwell Mascots to create this one-of-a-kind costume. In the first year, our Crusader attended many events, including KMC sporting events, the Kriwiel Classic and the Wichita Thunder hockey game celebrating the birthday of their mascot, Thunderdog. Keep an eye out for the Crusader at KMC events!
The impact of the COVID-19 global health situation during the 2019-2020 school year was felt not only in the day-to-day operations of Kapaun Mt. Carmel, but also in our school’s finances. While we remain truly blessed from a revenue standpoint, with 77% of our school’s operating revenues coming from our feeder parishes under the diocesan stewardship educational model, in 2019-2020, combined expected revenues from our parishes, student fees, non-Catholic tuition, and athletic gate revenue were below projections. The Crusader Annual Fund was likewise slightly below our budgeted goal, but overall advancement revenues were ahead of projections, due to outstanding special events, like the Ed Kriwiel Golf Classic and Trivia Night.

Compared to expenses in the 2018-2019 fiscal year, expenses were up in 2019-2020, due in large part to fairly significant increases in salary and employment benefit costs. Cost savings from the fourth quarter of the school year, when all classes were forced to go remote through our Continuous Learning Plan, aided us, but overall, Kapaun Mt. Carmel showed a net operational deficit for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2020, of about $37,000, an amount that was absorbed from savings.

We remain grateful for the financial support that the Kapaun Mt. Carmel community pours into our school each year, particularly the support for the Crusader Annual Fund. Times like these show us just how important the Crusader Annual Fund truly is, and the response from our community to this annual operational appeal keeps our school in a position to advance our mission and continue the legacy of excellence for which Kapaun Mt. Carmel is rightly known.

Thank you to all our supporters, especially during these trying times.
Parents, alumni, grandparents, parents of alumni, faculty, staff and friends all have an important role in maintaining the history of KMC, which has educated and formed the total person in the image of Jesus Christ for more than 130 years.

The Crusader Annual Fund provides the revenue that closes the “gap” between the cost to educate each student and the amount provided by parishes from stewardship and tithing. As a donor, you are assisting every students’ experience at KMC, including academic support, spiritual development, fine arts programs, sports and competitions, operations and facility’s needs, and much more. It is a critical source of revenue for our school.

The following pages recognize those donors who made a gift in the fiscal year, July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020. Building Fund (Phases 1-3) donations are not included in this listing and will be listed in a special campaign publication. Some donors wish to remain anonymous, therefore their names are not included in these lists.

Thank you for your continued generosity and support of Kapaun Mt. Carmel Catholic High School.

Thank You: Our List of 2019-20 Donors*

*Indicates five consecutive years of giving.
Terry and Deanna Ercolani*
Mike Ernatt ’68
Joseph and Sarah Fernandez
Beth (Mertes ’84) and Claudio Ferraro*
Bob ’66 and Kay Finn
John Finn
Matt and Deanna Fulghum*
Shilo Fury and Anna Stork-Fury Fury*
Kathy and Roger McCoy Gann-McCoy*
Heather (Loyle ’87) and Jason Hampl
Robert and Elaine Harrington*
Therese and Jay Hathaway*
Roger ’68 and Karen Hickel
P.J. Hutsey ’68
Mark and Monica Ingalls
Terry Keller ’63*
Lee Kerschen
Dennis ’87 and Kelli Kerschen*
Sandi Kiobbassa
Darlene Kirkland*
Jacob Klitzke ’13
Rob ’82 and Becky (Nixon ’83) Knapp*
Kathy Knorr*
Tim ’77 and Joanie Koehler*
Andrew ’99 and Kristie Kovar
Danny and Darryl Krug
Xeng Chi and Vivian Pham Lam
Laverne and Anna Lessor
Kent and Jeanette Lund*
Christopher and Jennifer Magaña*
Ella Mae McGuire*
Bryon and Sara McNeil
Susan Michaelis*
Terry and Debbie Moege
Ronald ’63 and Petrina Morley*
Jeff ’01 and Mary Jane (Graybill ’01) Mullen
Kevin and Nancy Mullen*
John and Debbie Nece*
Paul and Hoa Nguyen*
Mark and Myra Niederee*
Betsy and John Noel
Darren and Marna Orme
Kimberly (Ebben ’93) and Matthew Orr*
Mark Peddecord ’59*
Lauren (White ’04) Pelfrey
Daniel and Amy Prohaska
Andra (Wilbert ’94) and Sean Puckett
Mark and Tammy Quayle*
John ’96 and Stacy Rapp
Sharon and Troy Reusser
Diego and Silvina Salgado
Arthur and Margie Sanders
Frank ’71 and Bev Sauerwein
Kristin and Kevin Schmitz
Theresa and Tom Schmitter*
Jason and Melissa Sherman*
Randy ’67 and Alice Simon*
Chuck Singleton ’72
Mary Ann Skolaut*
Nancy (Nairn ’70) and Randy Sobba*
Lisa and Bradley Spicer
Diane Spicer
Dean and Kathy Steffen
David and Joy Stephenson
Stephen and Elizabeth Stewart*
Marvin and Brandi Stithem*
Emily and Andrew Thengvall
Mike ’73 and Michele (O’Shaughnessy ’73)
Taeer*
Hien and Uyen Tran*
Mary Lu (Coffey ’58) Tuthill
Amy and Bill Valentas*
Brian ’73 and Kathy (Schmidt ’74) Warren
Christine (Ramsey ’86) and Blake Wells*
Therese (Mertes ’77) and Mike Wescott*
Mary Ellen (Mertes ’88) and Paul Wilhelm
John ’59 and Janet Wintrol*
CENTRAL MARKET WINE & SPIRITS, LLC
COLLEGE HILL OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
CROSSFIRST BANK
FARM BUREAU FINANCIAL SERVICES
FREMONT HOMELPLUS, LLC
KICE INDUSTRIES, INC.
NETAPP, INC. MATCHING GIFTS
ONE GAS, INC.
PEARSON CONSTRUCTION, LLC
PELLA PRODUCTS OF KANSAS
REDDI INDUSTRIES, INC. Reddi Industries
RHODEN ROOFING, LLC
ROCK ROAD DENTAL
SMOKY HILL INVESTMENTS, LLC
SPECTRUM HEALTH FOUNDATION, INC.
SUPPORT FOR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, INC.
UTILITY CONTRACTORS, INC.
CRUSADER CLUB (500-$999)
Craig ’84 and Nanette Abraham
Annnimanie (Sander ’93) and Jason Algya
Alex Alva*
Todd and Kimberly Anciaux
Clem ’60 and Constance Ast*
Scott and Diane Ball*
Doug and Heather Barleen*
Greg ’73 and Jan Bauer*
Chad ’94 and Holly Beard
Bo ’93 and Betsy (Angeron ’93) Bellinger
Kendra and Timothy Berends
Dan ’78 and Jeri Biehler
Nancy Bradley ’80*
Aaron and Joni Franklin-Breitenbach
Travis and Cheryl Brock*
Ben and Kelly Brophy
Rusty ’87 and Kate (Guinan ’90) Brown
Pam Burgardt*
Adam Burrus
Ryan ’96 and Jenny Burrus
Eric ’94 and Tracy Burrus
David and Andi Byers
Brian and Elaine Campbell*
Tony Caputo*
Brian ‘08 and Lauren (Benning ‘08) Carrillo
Robert and Teresa Ciecko
Thomas and Linda Clevenger
Missy (Skaff ‘70) and Steve Cohlmia*
Joni Cole
Kurt ’99 and Michelle Cornejo
Chris and Suzanna Wilson Cosgrove
Joseph ’01 and Shelby Crowley
Bill and Nika Cummings*
Anita Curtis
Brian and Susan Doffing
Marie Dollarhide
Marty ’70 and Terri Dondlinger*
Craig and Mary Ann Dreiling*
Chris and Amanda Duncan
Joseph and Nicole Dunworth
Sandy Elliott
Bruce and Georgie Olson
Jose and Luz Maria Enriquez
Gregory ’99 and Megan Feuerborn
Marie (Sheldon ’93) and Gary Fiebach
Richard ’59 and Tanya Finn*
Chris ’83 and Bonnie Foote*
Su and Ken Fox
Amy and Brad Fullington
Msgr. G. Patrick Garrity ’67*
Paul ’88 and Suzanne (Kriwiel ’87) Genilo*
Patrick and Jacki Gimino
Paul ’81 and Ann Graf
Tim ’78 and Chris (O’Donnell ’84) Graf*
Pat ’76 and Cindy (Smith ’77) Graf*
Ruth Graves
Jerald Grey
Kelly (Cornejo ’95) and Jeff Grier
Christopher ’05 and Breana (Ward ’12) Hagan
Roger and Sarah Hastings*
Bridget (Jamerson ’98) and Patrick Hay
James ’65 and Sheryl (Goscha ’69) Hays*
Kyle and Erin Hedrick
Stacey (Rempe ’92) and Aaron Heiman*
Kurt ’91 and Becky Hesse
Roger ’88 and Cheryl Hipp*
Sean and Elizabeth Hoskinson
Todd and Judy Hough*
Stephen ’03 and Katie Hund
Trent ’89 and Karen Hungate
Nathan and Teri Huser
Mike ’93 and Desi Ingram
Nabeel and Loga Jamail
Matt and Andrea Jessup
Chad and Kimberly Joachims*
Corey ’87 and Tracie Jones
John ’69 and Connie Kennedy*
Rich and Hannah Kerschen
Daniel and Dianne Kilby
Dan and Margaret Klosterman
Liz (Buzzi ’62) and Charles Koch*
James and Kelly Korroch
Jennifer and LeRoy Kreutzer
Oanh and Loc Le
Susan Le
Thanh and Brianna Le
Colleen (Quinley ’77) and Jon Lee*
Kathy (Wiles ’68) and Bob Lemming
Dean and Pamela Lies*
Myrna (Forster ’72) Loebssack*
Molly (Lynch ’86) and Tony Loehr
Jason ’87 and Dana Lonergan
Jason and Amber Lowe*
Dan and Christine Luebbe
Sona Luna
Rick Lynn
Holly (Woodburn ’93) and Darren Lyons
Mike ’73 and Jeanine Maloney
Bill ’76 and Marsha Manning*
Shirley (Sponsel ’68) Martin-Grimm and
Don Grimm*
Justin and Shelly McClure
Christian and Lea Ann McIlvain
Greg McKee*
Freda and Donald Menze
Bridget (Wescott ’06) and Charles Mersmann*
John and Mary Metes*
Amy (Hutchinson ’91) Miller
Jennifer Miller
Juanita Mitacek
Dan ’88 and Kasi Mitchell
Skip and Susie Moran*
Cynthia Moriarty
Filberto and Guadalupe Moya*
Gary and Debra Navarro
Larry ’57 and Jolene Novascone*
Kevin and Sherilyn O’Brien*
Kelly (McGannon ’87) and Allen Olson
Edward and Joanna O’Malley
Pat ’61 and Kathy (Coffey ’61)
O’Shaughnessy*
Paula and Rex Ostmeyer*
Chris and Mike Ostroski*
John ’64 and Peggy Oxler*
Matt and Michelle Pankratz
Jim and Lisa Pappas
Garr ’95 and Jennifer (Burrus ’95) Patterson*
Tim Patton
James and Sharla Pfeifer*
Steve and Sandra Bui Pham
David Pham
Sarah (Illidge ’73) and Jim Pirtle*
Patricia (Grabendike ’95) and Bob Porter
Rob ’99 and Jamie Powers
Tviila and Ross Pritty
Greg and Kendra Quigley
Tina and Joe Reinjtes
Mark ’70 and Jane Hartwell-Ridder Ridder*
Yvonne Riedl*
Denise and Brian Riley
Steve ’75 and Casey (Vickers ’76) Roth
Steven ’98 and Jesica Rothwell
Tom Roulston*
John ’98 and Jasmin Rupp
Tim and Carol Samsel*
Trina (Naccarato ’90) and Scott Sanders
Fred ’61 and Donna Sauers*
Dave and Annette Saunders*
Larry and Betty Schaller*
Angie (Shay ’87) and Jim Schoelwer
Doug and Jennifer Schoenhofer
Bruce and Pam Tokerud Schuett
Pat and Carol Searle*
Jim and Mary Sheldon*
Marlin and Meri Shenk*
Keith and Victoria Short
What’s your crusade?

During the 2019-20 year, donors were able to tell us where they would like to see their dollars spent. We asked, "What’s your crusade?"

Cindy and Bradley Silverstein
Chenay (Dixon ’95) and Chad Sloan
Gary Smith ’58*
Jennifer and Charles Soebbing*
Jeff Spahn and Jennifer Lind-Spahn*
Steve and Pam Stark*
Scott and Michelle Stewart
Heather and Tom Stewart
Heather Stotz ’91*
Mike and Lisa Stecker
Kaly and Eric Swenson
Steve and Kristi Taylor
Mary Lou (Roberts ’52) Tinker
Amy and Gus Torres
Helen Traglia
Michael and Nhung Dao Trang
Tony and My Tran
Tom and Jane Truman*
Kirk Turner ’62
Greg and Jana Ulltzsch*
Hiep and Kaylee Vu*
Dave and Michelle Walter
Joel ’89 and Rosanne Weber
Brett ’95 and Patricia (Reif ’96) Wegeng
Kent ’75 and Brenda Weixelman*
Rev. Eric Weldon ’84
Brian and Julie White
Amber and Michael Wilson*
Marta and James Wishart
Zach ’95 and Kristen Woodburn*
Judy (Howell ’72) and Jimmy Wilson Worrell*
Jon and Nancy Winne
Joe and Lee Wurtenberger
Jennifer and Michael Yates
Craig and Ann Marie Zachgo*
Brad and Carrie Zwick
A BETTER SOLUTION IN HOME CARE
ACCENT LIGHTING, INC.*
APPLEBEE’S
BANK OF AMERICA*
BANK OF AMERICA EMPLOYEE GIVING
CAMPAIGN
CARGILL, INC.
COUNTRY ACCENTS, INC.
DONDLINGER CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATION PROPERTIES
ICT REALTY GROUP
JOHN RUPP REAL ESTATE, PA
JUSTIN MCCURLE CREATIVE
KELLER WILLIAMS SIGNATURE PARTNERS
METAL PROS, LLC
MORIARTY GROUP, INC.
NETAPP
TB OF AMERICA, INC.
THE DAMIEN FOUNDATION
THE LAW COMPANY
THE RIEDL FOUNDATION*
SU H FOX
WILL ROGERS ANIMAL HOSPITAL

FRIEND CLUB ($250-$499)
Gary ’66 and Shirley Austerman
Joe and Lu Ayala*

Todd and Daina Bailey
Dave and Marlene Bannwarth
Kelly and Wendy Becker
Fred Becker*
Brett ’01 and Jennifer (Tamplin ’98) Begnoche
Diane and Jim Behring*
Tim and Tonya Benning
Jim ’67 and Lucia (Cookson ’68) Biehler
Mike and Gretchen Bina
Galen and Mariogene Bloomer
Harold and Gwen Bohm*
Dr. William and Mary Braun*
Sean and Chantelle Brennan
Kim and Scott Brown
Sean and Jody Buchanan
Tina Buckner ’93-Franklin and DeLando Franklin

Steve ’75 and Lisa Gebert*
Jodi Gerken*
Roger ’61 and JoAnn Gerstner
Ruthie (Becker ’69) and James Gillespie*
Beverly (Kouba ’77) and Kevin Gipson
Grady ’81 and Jennifer Glasgow*
Bob ’70 and Jane Hagan
Jim ’63 and Sharon Hagan
Tom and Fata Hand
Eric ’87 and Amy Heath
Rev. Curtis Hecker
Rob and Beth Heitoff
Jason ’99 and Lindsey Hess
Jay ’97 and Justine Hickerson
Thomas and Kate Higgins*
Kevin ’80 and Cindy Howell*
Larry and Margy Hund*

Paul ’70 and Janet Burger*
Lisa (Rhoden ’93) and Ryan Burr
Mike ’64 and Chris Buser*
Joshua and Carissa Cash
Matt ’91 and Patty (Cavallaro ’91) Catanese
Heather (Lies ’94) and Shon Chapman
Robert ’06 and Melissa Glinesen*
Robert and Denise Clarke
Lawrence and Angela Colabucci*
Kelli (Engels ’90) and Chad Conover*
William ’79 and Cindy Cook
Richard and Janice Corbin
Pat ’72 and Rosemary Crowley
Tim Crowley ’69
Jon ’84 and Molly (Kriwiel ’83) Cyphert*
John and Melinda Dempsey
John Dollarhide
Bill and Audrey Doolittle
Peggy and Greg Duick*
James ’72 and Ursula Duncan*
Bob ’71 and Kim Dwerlkotte*
David Eads
Sherrill and Tom Ebben*
Jeffrey ’99 and Beth (Smith ’99) Engel
Kenneth Frische ’82*
Fred and Mary Johnson*
Jason and Mercedes Judkins
Brian and Lynne Kaiser
Brian ’93 and Cara (Nelson ’93) Keller
Bishop Carl Kemme
Juan and Kelli Kennedy
Theresa Klosterman*
Jason ’99 and Kari Knoblauch
Maurice ’66 and Christine (Lisowski ’66) Korphage
Joey ’05 and Kathryn Krsnich
Kit Lambertz ’66
Lynde and Chad Langdon
Eric ’96 and Terri Larson*
Mike and Charlotte Lavigne*
Mark and Mary Ann Lazzo
Huong and Loan Nguyen Le
David and Janey Le
Christian ’98 and Rebecca Lehr*
Michelle and Jim Lickteig*
Charlie and Lori Luman*
Anne and Darryl Lutz
Derek Maltbie ’91
Fred and Bessie Martin*
Dennis ’62 and Faith Mauro-Huse
Sherri and Randy McElroy*
Tony and Sheryl McMahon
Alex ’78 and Annette Meitzner*
Pete ’73 and Suzi (Ullom ’75) Meitzner*
Ann and Tim Mohr*
Doug ’86 and Sally (Knackstedt ’86) Monty*
Robert and Diane Moore
Brett Mulnix
J.D. ’71 and Kathy Munley
Joseph and Donna Murphy
Tuan and Thuy Nguyen
Christine Nguyen
Carter and Thalhoa Huynh Nguyen*
Sandy Nixon*
Trent and Katie Oatman*
Becky (Crow ’79) and Ron Peine
Courtney and John Perry
Jenni Pham
Rob and Kathy Pinnell*
Rodney and Jana Price
Dave and Judy Rapp
Peter and Christine Rodriguez
Katie (Voegeli ’99) and Jacob Rowell
Michelle (Habashy ’02) and Erik Runge
Joe and Lucia Sanchez*
Marco and Tamar Sandoval
Magdalena Sauerwein
Kurt ’90 and Jessica (Robertson ’92) Schmidt
Craig ’88 and Stacy Schmidt*
Sheby Schmitz
Daniel and Abbi Schoenofer
Bill and Phyllis Schreck
John ’69 and Pat Schwartz
Emily (Hays ’95) and Andrew Scott
Stuart and Susie Scott
Loretta Shank
Pauline (Habashy ’92) and Matthew Shibley
Timothy ’64 and Kathleen Shuck*
Edwin and Pat Siegwarth
Brandon ’01 and Mary Smith*
Mark ’78 and Lisa Steiner
Keli (Moran ’95) Stone*
Doug and Jan Stuhlsatz*
Alison Sueper
Phillip ’59 and Jackolin Swart
Ken and Janie Theel
Ann Marie (Weldon ’96) and Justin Thompson
Martin ’92 and Melissa Tinker
Michael ’96 and Margaret ’96 Grubiak Tran*
Bob ’58 and Karen Umscheid
Tony and Carolyn (Setter ’70) Utter*
Ron and Janice Wallis
Chuck and Cindy Weber*
Rev. James Weldon ’90
Mark ’79 and Connie (Smith ’80) Wellemeyer
Jason ’03 and Nicole (Liebst ’03) West*
Tom and Paula Wierman
Bob and Colleen Wittler
Mike and Cindy Wolf
Jason and Kimberly Zagula
Bernie and Toni Zaleski
Kelly and Dallas Murray Zerger
BERNARD F. ZALESKI CLU/CHFS INSURANCE
& FINANCIAL SERVICES
BHARGAVA, D.D.S., P.A.
CKM & MCA CLASS OF 1959 REUNION
DM VICTOR M. RAPP, ATTORNEY AT LAW
HINKLE LAW FIRM, LLC
ICT HEALTH INSURANCE AGENCY - JOEY
KRSNICH
INSPIRE HEALTH & PERFORMANCE, LLC
JOHN LAW, P.A.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS CHARITIES
AID FOUNDATION
MARK J. LAZZO, P.A.
PICASSO’S PIZZERIA
THE COLEMAN COMPANY, INC.
TRANSWORLD BUSINESS ADVISORS
OF WICHITA
VMWARE FOUNDATION
UP TO $249
Lyle and Lonene Ackerman*
Gina (Larson ’94) Adams
Julia (Martinez ’82) and Charles Adams
Dan and Debi Adelhardt
Mary (Monk ’64) Adkins
Janice Akao
Eric Allison ’71
Somphant and Lan Amphone
Judy (Hughes ’62) Angerson
George and Rhonda Anthony
Jill and David Austin
Jason ’92 and Cheryl Ayala
Kathy (Beemer ’59) Ayers
Renee (DiMattia ’69) Baade*
Bonnie Baalmann
Paul Babich ’66
Mary (McGill ’84) and Steve Bahr
Fred and Elaine Baker
Stephanie and Josh Bartel
Mary Bauer
Jon and Amy Baxt*
Laura and Terry Baxter
Diane Bebak
Don ’59 and Rita Beck*
Joseph and Linda Becker
John ’63 and Dorothy Beebe*
Tom and Connie Belton
Mary (Maloney ’78) and David Bengtson
Brenda Benning
Kristie Berscheidt*
Bruce and Micky Bitcon*
Peter ’63 and Patricia Blasco*
Paul ’59 and Dolores Blasi
Eileen Blasi*
Kevin Blick ’01
Christopher ’90 and Susan Bloomer*
Sonny and Therese Blyn
Mona and Rich Bomgardner
Russell and Mary Booth*
Monica (Wescott ’01) and Jared Borger*
Russell and Mary Borst*
Joyce Bowman*
Gordon ’95 and Julianne Braun*
Delores Breske
Don ’57 and Sonya Brinkman*
Theodore Brooks ’06
Tom and Kaye Brown
Bryan and Jennifer Bruening
Anne (Koelker ’63) Buck
Charlene and Ken Bui
Cole Bullock ’16
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Ken and Jean Gengler
Bruce and Cecilia Gilkeson
Catherine Gimino ’19
Mike Girrens
Nicholas ’09 and Rachel (Kubik ’10) Glasgow
Phillip and Marlene Glenn
Karen Goble
Melanie Gorges
Billy and Monica Graf*
Melissa and Bart Grelinger*
Bill Gress
John ’66 and Barbara Gunter*
Gerardo Guzman
Veronica Guzman
Diana (Peterson ’85) Haas*
Steve and Brenda Hadley*
Peter ’73 and Kim Hagan
Kathy (Snyder ’67) and Peter Hanas*
Richard ’69 and Deborah Hansen
Megan (Watson ’00) and Brandon Harrouff
Vanessa and Steven Harshberger*
Pat ’65 and Kathy Harter*
Terrence Haug ’64*
Doug Hedrick
Ron and Beatrice Heikes*
Peter Heiland*
Wayne and Elaine Aaron Hemmen
Jim Hernandez ’59
Susan (Shacklett ’59) and Art Herndon
Marty ’70 and Anna Hess*
John Hesse ’61
Jim Hesse ’63*
Chris ’95 and Erica Hickerson*
Dan and Jennifer Hickerson*
Patrick Higgins ’65
Peggy (Hogan ’70) and Ken Hipp
Brian ’95 and Ashleigh (Laham ’95) Hipp*
Ron ’64 and Barbara (Immich ’64) Hipp*
Angie and Mike Holladay
Richard and Carol Hollingshead
Joe ’59 and Lana Holub
Vivianne and David Hoskinson
Janyce (Grosse-Rhode ’66) Howard*
Charles ’96 and Melissa Howarth
Max and Sharon Huffman
Jared ’95 and Shannon Hund
Paige Hungate ’14
Todd ’82 and Dawn Hungate*
Nathaniel Hunt ’16
Heidi Hurtig ’10
Fred ’60 and Sue Huse
Jean Huser
Jack and Connie Ingram
Emily (Truman ’05) and Chris Jaax
Marvin and Diana Janssen
Rachel (Siegwarth ’06) and Craig Janssen
Cinthia (Rodriguez ’91) and Michael
Hoolber Jansen-Hoolber
Gary ’62 and Suzann Jarchow
Mike and Mary Jenkins
Thomas ’58 and Ellen Jerrick
Andrea (Kneidel ’85) and Eric Johnson
Connie and Loren Johnson
Michael and Monica Johnson
Alan ’59 and Phyliss Johnson
Theresa (Churchill ’69) Johnson
Carolyn Johnson ’66*
Lori Jonas ’75
Emily ’73 and Terry Jones
Ashley (Weixelman ’05) and Matthew Kadel
Ken ’71 and Martha Kapaun
Brett and Bridget Kappelmann
Mike ’96 and Kate Keller
Matthew Keller ’98
James and Donna Keller*
Katie Kellerman ’00
Theresa Khoury*
Diana Kidd
Tony and Rene Kilian
Alicia (Cook ’59) and Wayne Kime
Gary Kipp ’64*
Connie (Skolaut ’79) and Kirk Kisinger
Sarah (Sheldon ’00) and Ryan Kisling*
Phil ’79 and Debbie Knapp
Barbara Knapp*
Margaret (Mertes ’79) and Jimmy Knoff*
Lyle and Joyce Koehn*
Rev. Leonard Kraus ’59
Jim and Cathy Krebsbach
George and Lois Kreidler*
Robert ’59 and Marlys Kretchmar
Nicholas ’04 and Christina (Relph ’05) Kreutzer
Kent and Stephanie Kreutzer
Theresa Kriley*
Mike ’78 and Diane Kriviel
Erin (Wood ’95) and Bryan Krug*
Mary Kaye and Ken Kruse
Sydney Kuhn ’14
Laura (Kirland ’81) and John Lara*
Quang and Hieu Le
Marlene (Chadd ’65) LeBlanc*
Pete and Leah Miller-Lee Lee
Dave and Linda Leiker*
Ashley Lesser ’16
Dylan Lesser ’19
Kirk ’70 and Mary Lester*
Kent ‘80 and Chris (Byer ‘80) Webber
Christina (Blasi ‘84) Weber
Kenneth ’59 and Marcia Weilert*
Susan and Troy Weissbeck*
Alan ’59 and Vicki Weldon
Marilyn (Oeding ‘72) and Randy Wells*
Michael and Natasha Werne
Dan and Lynette Wetta
Lisa and Alan White
Karen Whorrall-Orsak
Linda and Tim Wichert
Michael ’01 and Erin Williams
Dianne (Gates ‘61) Williams
Bradley and Jennifer Wilson
Gary and Sandra Wilson
Kim (McClure ‘81) and Skip Wilson*
Kate Wintrol ’68
Kenneth ’59 and Lydia Wohler
Jean (Hughes ‘72) and Joe Woodburn
Gary Woods ‘64
Mercedes Wright ‘63*
William ’70 and Patricia Wright*
Nancy (Bush ’64) and David Young*
Anthony ’96 and Brianna Zaleski
Rosa Zimmerman
Julie (Umscheid ‘80) and Jeff Zluticky
Lynn Zuercher ’77
Ryan ‘11 and Cabrini (Ferraro ’11) Zwick
Alex Zyskowski ’59
ARBORCREED, LLC
BARN’RDS ROAST BEEF RESTAURANT
ECOLAB, INC.
HIPP INSURANCE AGENCY
KENDRA SCOTT JEWELRY
KING SOLUTIONS, INC. - COCA COLA GIVE
LOGO DEPOT
NEWDAYS, LLC DBA DUNKIN’ DONUTS
ROBERT HALF INTERNATIONAL
SHON L. CHAPMAN AGENCY, INC.
THE FRAME SHOP
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP
YOUTH ENTREPRENEUR OF KANSAS
ZIGGY’S PIZZA
Alumni Annual Giving

*Indicates five consecutive years of giving.

Alumni giving is an important tradition for our Mount Carmel Academy, Chaplain Kapaun Memorial and Kapaun Mt. Carmel alumni. We rely on our alumni to provide many of the fund necessary for us to continue to provide excellence in Catholic education.

The following list represents the alumni who made a gift to the Alumni Annual Fund in the fiscal year, July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020. Thank you for your generosity and ongoing support.

**CLASS OF 1944**
Joe Clement and Polly Wieser Clement*

**CLASS OF 1947**
Naola Criswell Conner

**CLASS OF 1950**
Marilyn Redetzke

**CLASS OF 1952**
Joan (Klenda) Navrat*  
Mary Lou (Roberts) Tinker  
Ann Shields Cunningham*

**CLASS OF 1955**
James and Mary Ann Clark*  
Gary Smith*  
John and Janet Talbot*  
Mary Lu (Coffey) Tuthill  
Bob and Karen Umscheid

**CLASS OF 1957**
Thomas and Ellen Jerrick  
John and Carlene Prichard*  
Mary Lou (Roberts) Tinker  
Joan (Klenda) Navrat*  
Mary Lou (Roberts) Tinker  
Joan (Klenda) Navrat*  
Mary Lou (Roberts) Tinker  
Joan (Klenda) Navrat*  
Mary Lou (Roberts) Tinker

**CLASS OF 1958**
Ann Shields Cunningham*  
John and Janet Talbot*  
Mary Lu (Coffey) Tuthill  
Bob and Karen Umscheid  
Joe Clement and Polly Wieser Clement*

**CLASS OF 1959**
CKM & MCA Class of 1959 Reunion  
Kathy (Beemer) Ayers  
Paul and Dolores Blasi  
Margaret (Schwartz) Blasi  
Dan and Diane Coffey  
Mary Lou (Sweeney) Comparetto  
Frank Courbois  
Richard and Tanya Finn*  
Kathy (Patry) and Donald Focke  
Jim Hernandez  
Susan (Shacklett) and Art Herndon  
Joe and Lana Holub  
Alan and Phyliss Johnson  
Alicia (Cook) and Wayne Kime  
Rev. Leonard Kraus  
Robert and Marlys Kretchmar  
Gerald and Jessie Love  
Larry and Katharine McDonough  
Mary Kay (Hoye) and Carbery Mary*  
Mark Peddeccord*  
Leo Rasmussen  
Eldon and Mary Jo Schumacher  
Sharon (Reed) and Gary Stanley  
Carolyn (Jackson) and Kenneth Steele  
Phillip and Jackolin Swart  
June (Molitor) Thorne  
Kathy (Novascone) and James Vosburgh  
Kenneth and Marcia Weilert*  
Alan and Vicki Weldon  
John and Janet Wintrol*  
Kenneth and Lydia Wohler  
Alex Zyskowski

**CLASS OF 1960**
Clem and Constance Ast*  
Joan (Helgerson) and Alan Earhart*  
Fred and Sue Huse  
Larry and Martha Orth*  
Roger and JoAnn Gerstner  
John Hesse  
Pat and Kathy (Coffey) O'Shaughnessy*  
Fred and Donna Sauer*  
Mary Jo (Jackson) and Eldon Mary*  
Neal Van Der Voorn  
Dianne (Gates) Williams

**CLASS OF 1961**
Judy (Hughes) Angeron  
Gary and Suzann Jarchow  
Liz (Buzzi) and Charles Koch*  
Dennis and Faith Mauro-Huse  
Ann (Hutchinson) and Keith Parker  
Marge (Spade) and Lenny Rankin  
Kirk Turner  
Doris (Oeding) and Gary Unruh

**CLASS OF 1962**
John and Dorothy Beebe*  
Peter and Patricia Blasco*  
Anne (Koelker) Buck  
Harold and Deanna Cartwright*  
Jim and Sharon Hagan  
Jim Hesse*  
Terry Keller*  
Ronald and Petrina Morley*  
Mercedes Wright*

**CLASS OF 1963**
Mary (Monk) Adkins  
Mike and Chris Buser*  
Danna (Pfeiffer) and Harold Cartwright*  
Barbara (Schreck) Craemer  
Joseph and Mary Ellen Cronin*  
Joe and Marjorie Dye  
Larry Enslinger  
Bill Fitzpatrick*  
Terrence Haug*  
Ron and Barbara (Immich) Hipp*  
Gary Kipp*  
George and Lois Kreidler*  
Paul and Brenda Ludwick  
Bob and Anita Matrecci  
John and Peggy Oxler*  
Gerrie (Tucker) and Gary Padgett  
Timothy and Kathleen Shuck*  
Jim and Ginni Skach  
Maggie (Sullivan) and John Slankas  
Gary Woods  
Nancy (Bush) and David Young*

**CLASS OF 1964**
Pat and Kathy Harter*  
James and Sheryl Hays*  
Patrick Higgins  
Marlene (Chadd) LeBlanc*  
Ronald and Donna Wasinger*

**CLASS OF 1965**
Gary and Shirley Austerman  
Paul Babich
Paul and Shirley Farmer
Bob and Kay Finn
John and Barbara Gunter*
Janyce (Grosse-Rhode) Howard*
Carolyn Johnson*
Maurice and Christine (Lisowski) Korphage
Kit Lambertz
Gregory and Pat Meier
Sharon (Cupicha) and Robert Waner*

CLASS OF 1967
Jim and Lucia Biehler
John and Janetta Engels
Msgr. G. Patrick Garrity*
Kathy (Snyder) and Peter Hanas*
Jay and Justine Hickerson
Chris (Moyer) and Phil Mader*
Patricia (Brittain) and Richard Pelz
Randy and Alice Simon*
Denise (Grisamore) Southwick

CLASS OF 1968
Lucia (Cookson) and Jim Biehler
Tony and Sherry Catanese*
Mike Ernatt
Roger and Karen Hickel
P.J. Hutsey
Kathy (Wiles) and Bob Lemming
Mark and Patricia Lester*
Shirley (Spensel) Martin-Grimm and Don Grimm Martin-Grimm
Diane (Rohr) and Kent Nelson
Morris and Valerie Perkins
Bob and Sharon Razook
Len Stolz
Kate Wintrol

CLASS OF 1969
Renee (DiMattia) Baade*
Tim Crowley
Ruthie (Becker) and James Gillespie*
Richard and Deborah Hansen
Sheryl (Goscha) and James Hays*
Theresa (Churchill) Johnson
John and Connie Kennedy*
Greg and Karen Perkins*
John and Pat Schwartz
Janet (Kehr) and Jerry Seibel
Marilyn Snyder and Dennis Wilson Snyder*

CLASS OF 1970
Paul and Janet Burger*
Missy (Skaff) and Steve Cohlima*
Marty and Terri Dondliger*
Bob and Jane Hagan
Marty and Anna Hess*
Peggy (Hogan) and Ken Hipp
Kirk and Mary Lester*
Mary Jo (Reeves) and Robert Mary*
Mark and Jane Hartwell-Ridder Mark*
Nancy (Nairn) and Randy Sobba*
Tony and Carolyn Utter*
Carolyn (Armstrong) and Phillip Virden*
Jane (Fitzgerald) Warren
William and Patricia Wright*

CLASS OF 1971
Eric Allison
Janice Bush
Bob and Kim Dwerlkotte*
Judy (Letourneau) and Eric Forsse*
Joan Friend
Ken and Martha Kapaun
Timothy Malone
J.D. and Kathy Munley
Barb Pinaire
Cindy (Lynch) and David Quillen*
James Quinley
Patricia (Zimmerman) and John Reibenspies
Frank and Bev Sauerwein
Carolyn (Setter) and Tony Utter*

CLASS OF 1972
Kevin and Shelly (Smith) Burrus
Pat and Rosemary Crowley
James and Ursula Duncan*
Mynra (Forster) Loebbeck*
Jerald and Beth Richardson
Chuck Singleton
Marilyn (Oeding) and Randy Wells*
Jean (Hughes) and Joe Woodburn
Judy (Howell) and Jimmy Wilson*

CLASS OF 1973
Greg and Jan Bauer*
Mike and Kathy (Smith) Burrus*
Peter and Kim Hagan
Emily and Terry Jones
Mike and Jeanine Maloney
Pete and Suzi Meitzner*
Sarah (Illidge) and Jim Pirtle*
Mark and Nancy Sheets
Mike and Michele (O'Shaughnessy) Traeger*
Brian and Kathy Warren

CLASS OF 1974
Susan McMaster and Joel Dickerman McMaster
Kathy (Schmidt) and Brian Warren

CLASS OF 1975
Sara (Schaefer) and Gary Bartak*
Don and Sonya Brinkman*
Steve and Lisa Gebert*
Lori Jonas
Suzi (Ullom) and Pete Meitzner*
Steve and Casey Roth
Rob and Diane Wagner
Kent and Brenda Weixelman*

CLASS OF 1976
Pamela Clancy Ammar and Alex Ammar*
Debbi (Johnson) and Chris Davis
Pat and Cindy Graf*
Bill and Marsha Manning*
Louisa Ramirez
Casey (Vickers) and Steve Roth

CLASS OF 1977
Michelle Crow
Bob and Lucy Cunningham*
Beverly (Kouba) and Kevin Gipson
Cindy (Smith) and Pat Graf*
Tim and Joanie Koehler*
Colleen (Quinley) and Jon Lee*
Kevin and Linda McMaster
Hal and Melissa Reiland
Therese (Mertes) and Mike Wescott*
Lynn Zuercher

CLASS OF 1978
Mary (Maloney) and David Bengtson
Dan and Jeri Biehler
Bill and Nika Cummings*
Tim and Chris Graf*
Matt and Patty (Mertes) Hesse*
Mike and Diane Kriwiel
Alex and Annette Meitzner*
Mark and Lisa Steiner
Christopher and Linda Sutter*
Vincent Umscheid*
Lisa (Jonas) and Rick Watenpaugh

CLASS OF 1979
William and Cindy Cook
Connie (Skolaut) and Kirk Kisinger
Phil and Debbie Knapp
Margaret (Mertes) and Jimmy Knoff*
Becky (Cray) and Ron Peine
Denise (Campbell) and Mark Scott
Mark and Connie Wellemeyer

CLASS OF 1980
Nancy Bradley*
David Eads
Kevin and Nancy (Reif) Gehrer
Kevin and Cindy Howell*
Dennis Regan*
Kent and Chris (Byer) Webber
Connie (Smith) and Mark Wellemeier
Julie (Umscheid) and Jeff Zliticky

CLASS OF 1981
Stacey (Knackstedt) and Dale Faber
Grady and Jennifer Glasgow*
Paul and Ann Graf
Laura (Kirkland) and John Lara*
Patrick and Anita Malone
Kim (McClure) and Skip Kim*

CLASS OF 1982
Julia (Martinez) and Charles Adams
Elsie (Riedl) and Eric Bowen
Cathy (Meitzner) and Brent Dewey*
Maureen (Foley) and Rock Dime
Mary (Dreiling) and Roger Dykmann
Kenneth Frische*
Todd and Dawn Hungate*
Rob and Becky Knapp*
Christian Martinez
David Rohr
Melissa (Jones) and Stan Smith

CLASS OF 1983
Molly (Kriwiel) and Jon Cypherd*
Chris and Bonnie Foote*
Becky (Nixon) and Rob Knapp*
Frank and Denise Novascone*
J. Patrick and Jeanie O'Shaughnessy*

CLASS OF 1984
Craig and Nanette Abraham
Mary (McGill) and Steve Mary*
Jon and Molly Cypherd*
Beth (Mertes) and Claudio Ferraro*
Chris (O'Donnell) and Tim Graf*
Paula (Meitzner) and James Nance*
Nancy (Schaefer) and Michael Rambo
Christina (Blasi) Weber
Rev. Eric Weldon

CLASS OF 1985
David and Heather Bullock*
Lisa (Fox) and Jeff Dahlgren*
Diana (Peterson) Haas*
Andrea (Kneidel) and Eric Johnsen
Patrick McDonald
Trey and Ginger Oliver

CLASS OF 1986
Amy (Boose) and David Cluck
Molly (Lynch) and Tony Loehr
Doug and Sally (Knackstedt) Monty*
Christine (Ramsey) and Blake Wells*

CLASS OF 1987
Rusty and Kate Brown
William Burmeier
Suzanne (Kriwiel) and Paul Genilo*
Heather (Loyle) and Jason Hampl
Eric and Amy Heath
Corey and Tracie Jones
Dennis and Kelli Kerschen*
Jason and Dana Lonergan
Kelly (McGannon) and Allen Kelly*
Kristen (Davis) and Jason Phillips
Angie (Shay) and Jim Schoelwer

CLASS OF 1988
Paul and Suzanne Genilo*
Roger and Cheryl Hipp*
Dan and Kasi Mitchell
Ellen (Wilson) and Jose Luis Osorio-Cortes
Craig and Stacy Schmidt*

CLASS OF 1989
Chrissy (Schlapp) and Jason Searl*
Karla (Kerschen) and David Shepard*
Mary Ellen (Mertes) and Paul Mary*

CLASS OF 1990
Trent and Karen Hungate
Amy (Pfeiffer) and Mark Marshall
Joel and Rosanne Weber

CLASS OF 1991
Neil and Shannon (Knuppel) Bhargava*
Matt and Patty (Cavallaro) Catanese
Christina (Scott) and Todd Davis
Tom Deutsch
Kurt and Becky Hesse
Cinthia (Rodriguez) Jansen-Hoobler and Michael Jansen-Hoobler
Kevin and Corrie (Steckart) Mallot*
Derek Maltbie
Amy (Hutchinson) Miller
Heather Stotz*

CLASS OF 1992
Jason and Cheryl Ayala
Stacey (Rempe) and Aaron Heiman*
Brett and Jen (Frey) Brett*
Jessica (Robertson) and Kurt Schmidt
Pauline (Habashy) and Matthew Shibley
Martin and Melissa Tinker

CLASS OF 1993
Annmarie (Sander) and Jason Alyga
Bo and Betsy (Angeron) Bellinger
Michael and Michelle Brown
Tina Buckner-Franklin and DeLando Franklin
Buckner-Franklin
Lisa (Rhoden) and Ryan Burr
Amy (Weldon) and Eric Davis
Marie (Sheldon) and Gary Fiebach
Mike and Desi Ingram
Brian and Cara (Nelson) Keller
Holly (Woodburn) and Darren Lyons
Kimberly (Ebben) and Matthew Orr*
Toby and Leigh Anne Orth

CLASS OF 1994
Gina (Larson) Adams
Chad and Holly Beard
Eric and Tracy Burrus
Heather (Lies) and Shon Chapman
Leigh Anne (Schneider) and Tony Leigh*
Andra (Wilbert) and Sean Puckett
Christopher Sobba

CLASS OF 1995
Gordon and Julianne Braun*
Kelly (Cornejo) and Jeff Grier
Chris and Erica Hickerson*
Brian and Ashleigh (Laham) Hipp*
Jared and Shannon Hund
Erin (Wood) and Bryan Krug*
Alison (Harter) and Todd Moore
Garr and Jennifer (Burrus) Patterson*

CLASS OF 1996
Ryan and Jenny Burrus
Charles and Melissa Howarth
Mike and Kate Keller
Eric and Terri Larson*
John and Stacy Rapp
Mandi (Seachris) and Scott Schoenhofer
Ann Marie (Weldon) and Justin Ann*
Michael and Margaret Grubiak Tran*
Kate (Dove) and Rob Voelker
Patricia (Reif) and Brett Wegeng
Anthony and Brianna Zaleski

CLASS OF 1997
Crystal (Meinecke) Carroll
Sarah (Loudon) and Todd Novascone

CLASS OF 1998
Jennifer (Tamplin) and Brett Begnoche
Bridget (Jamerson) and Patrick Hay
Matthew Keller
Christian and Rebecca Lehr*
Steven and Jesica Rothwell
John and Jasmin Rupp
Ben and Rachael (Hesse) Simon

CLASS OF 1999
Kurt and Michelle Cornejo
Jeffrey and Beth (Smith) Engel
Gregory and Megan Feuerborn
Jason and Lindsey Hess
Jason and Kari Knoblauch
Andrew and Kristie Kowar
Rob and Jamie Powers
Katie (Voegeli) and Jacob Rowell
Julie Valliere*

CLASS OF 2000
Katie (Rott) and Tanner Erdman*
Megan (Watson) and Brandon Harrouff
Katie Kellerman
Sarah (Sheldon) and Ryan Kisling*
Laura (Hayes) and Scott Mossman

CLASS OF 2001
Brett and Jennifer Begnoche
Kevin Blick
Monica (Wescott) and Jared Borger*
Joseph and Shelby Crowley  
Pete and Courtney Krsnich  
Scott and Ashley Marko  
Jeff and Mary Jane (Graybill) Jeff*  
Brandon and Mary Smith*  
Michael and Erin Williams  
**CLASS OF 2002**  
Adam Burrus  
Kelly (Glasgow) and Joe Muich  
Luke and Kate Records  
Michelle (Habashy) and Erik Runge  
Ryan and Katie Verbeckmoes  
**CLASS OF 2003**  
Andrew and Darcy Clark*  
Stephen and Katie Hund  
Melanie Rohr  
Jamie and Melissa Verbeckmoes  
Katie (Jonas) and Ryan Verbeckmoes  
Jason and Nicole (Liebst) West*  
**CLASS OF 2004**  
Leigh (Cohlmia) and Maged Zein*  
Nicholas and Christina Kreutzer  
Lauren (White) Pelfrey  
Ashley (Liebst) and John Rhoden  
**CLASS OF 2005**  
Scott Cillessen*  
Christopher and Breana Hagan  
Emily (Truman) and Chris Jaax  
Ashley (Weixelman) and Matthew Kadel  
Christina (Relph) and Nicholas Kreutzer  
Joey and Kathryn Krsnich  
**CLASS OF 2006**  
Theodore Brooks  
Justin Childres  
Robert and Melissa Cillessen*  
Rachel (Siegwarth) and Craig Janssen  
Bridget (Wescott) and Charles Mersmann*  
Miguel and Amanda (Lewis) Prieto  
**CLASS OF 2007**  
Alex Peterson  
Megan (Lazzo) and Cameron Sellers  
**CLASS OF 2008**  
Brian and Lauren (Benning) Carrillo  
**CLASS OF 2009**  
Joseph Cillessen*  
Nicholas and Rachel Glasgow  
Elaine (O'Neill) and Joseph Soptic  
**CLASS OF 2010**  
Tyler Cahn  
Rachel (Kubik) and Nicholas Glasgow  
Heidi Hurtig  
**CLASS OF 2011**  
Ryan and Cabrini (Ferraro) Zwick  
**CLASS OF 2012**  
Breana (Ward) and Christopher Hagan  
**CLASS OF 2013**  
Josh Edgar  
Gabriella Ferraro  
Jacob Klitzke  
Aaron Miller  
**CLASS OF 2014**  
Paige Hungate  
Sydney Kuhn  
**CLASS OF 2016**  
Cole Bullock  
Nathaniel Hunt  
Ashley Lesser  
Veronica Ostroski  
**CLASS OF 2018**  
Giovanni Ferraro  
**CLASS OF 2019**  
Catherine Gimino  
Dylan Lesser
We would like to thank the following sponsors who helped make the 11th Annual Ed Kriwiel Memorial Golf Classic, held on September 26-27, 2019, at Crestview Country Club such a success!

A two-day event, hosted by the KMC Alumni Association, the Ed Kriwiel Memorial Golf Classic has something for everyone! Alumni, current parents, parents of alumni, grandparents, and KMC friends enjoyed the Kick-Off Party on Thursday night with a laid-back barbeque dinner, live band and auction. On Friday morning, guests teed off to enjoy the breathtaking North Course at the award winning Crestview Country Club. Over $30,000 was raised with all proceeds benefiting KMC. Thanks to all who helped make it successful!

**TITLE SPONSORS**

PEARSON CONSTRUCTION

**GOLF CLASSIC SPONSOR**

IMA

**PARTY SPONSOR**

Navrat Family Charitable Foundation

**STATE CHAMP SPONSORS**


**BLUE & WHITE SPONSORS**

Accent Lighting, Alert 360, Applebee’s, DOCS, Great Harvest Bread Company, Jodi Gerken of Keller Williams, Kelly Kemnitz of Reece Nichols South Central Kansas

**HOLE SPONSORS**


**AUCTION DONORS**


**THANK YOU TO OUR EVENT CHAIRS**

Kurt Cornejo ’99, Jeff Engel ’99, Joe Fernandez ’95, Joe Krsnich ’05, Pete Krsnich ’01, Steve Rothwell ’98, John Rupp ’98, and Brian Stockton ’00
A fun night of friendly competition!

KMC Trivia Night 2020 welcomed 350 KMC parents, alumni and friends to a fun night of drinks, food and trivia fun on Saturday, February 1, 2020, in the KMC Commons. The event netted $9,656 for the Crusader Annual Fund. Thanks to our volunteers and all who attended!

SPONSORS

WINNERS
The Icosahedrons made up of: Zach '95 and Kristen Woodburn, Ken '87 and Christy Grabendike '88 Padgett, Greg and Anna Bornhoff, Mark Grabendike '99, and Jamie Hughes.
Kapaun Mt. Carmel Catholic High School is dedicated to the education and formation of the total person in the image of Jesus Christ.